Hydrogen Peroxide Therapy

Day 1-2:
1 drop 35% Hydrogen Peroxide with 1 dropper of BioVitale-H2O® in 8 oz Smart Water twice daily.

Day 3+:
Add 1 additional drop Hydrogen Peroxide every 3rd day until 10 drops maximum.

Taste:
If taste is unbearable at higher concentrations, add 10+ ml Aloe ToxTonic per 8 oz Smart Water.

People suffering from chronic and degenerative conditions may need to gradually work up to 30 drops per 8 oz Smart Water twice daily.

Continue taking for 90 days or until results are noticed.

We believe that hydrogen peroxide contributes to regulation of health and to the self-regulation of cells by influencing the immune, hormonal and central nervous systems, the psyche and the DNA. In our opinion self-regulation is linked to the constitutional, inherited function of the DNA nucleotides in the cell nucleus and in the mitochondria. The nucleotides interact in the formation of the protein synthesis, which carries the genetic information to all parts of the mind-body.

Hydrogen peroxide is of significant importance in normal physiological processes as well as a powerful oxidizer. It oxidizes dysfunctional and old granulocytes, immuno-complexes, kills /inhibits bacteria, parasites, yeast and viruses, oxidizes lipids from the arterial walls, increases intracellular oxygen tension, stimulates oxidative enzymes, dilates coronary vessels and regulates membrane transport.